
Comments to Vermont Enhanced E-911 Board  
on Proposed Outage Reporting Rule 

 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed Rule Governing Outage 
Reporting Requirements for Originating Carriers and Electric Power Companies called 
for by Act 79, Sec. 25. I commend you for proposing a Rule that will provide valuable 
information about E-911 service outages, and I offer these corrections and substantive 
comments to improve it. A Rule that is well and clearly stated will be more effective. 
 
A) Editing corrections: 
 
1. In 3.3.2: period at the end 
 
2. In 3.3.3:  verb is “present”, not “presents” 
 
3. In 4.1: First sentence should read “….prevents 25 or more subscribers from 
completing calls to, or communicating with, 911.”  (add the underlined words) 
 
4. In 4.1.1: 3rd item in list, insert word so reads “subscriber physical locations” 
 
5. In 4.1.1: 5th item, insert word so reads “time service outage began” 
 
6. In 8.1: capitalize these words: county, superior, court (twice). 
 
 
B) Substantive comments: 
 
1. In 3.3.2: “normally served geographic area” is imprecise; state more definitively. 
 
2. In 3.3.3: “Any known failure or failures” is very vague. Clarify failure(s) of what. 
 
3. In 4.1.1: 8th item: Does this example describe a condition that may exist? Is it the 
best example? Why not say “Subscribers cannot complete a call to, or communicate 
with, 911, because their backup-power battery has expired” – which actually occurs? 
 
4. In 4.1.2: 5th item: Isn’t this an invasion of privacy if not authorized by the subscriber? 
 
5. In 4.3: This section is extremely weak. What is meant by the term “future like 
outages”? More significant, such a provision should not be limited to requiring OC’s to 
“work cooperatively” (whatever that means) regarding “assessment of the outage and 
its impact on access to 911”. It should also require OC’s to work with the Board to 
identify and implement measures to minimize and mitigate loss of 911 connectivity. 
 
6. In 6.0:  Both subsections of this Section 6 are unnecessary and should be dropped. 
The subject is covered by 1 V.S.A. Sec. 315-320. Inviting utilities to “mark information 
they believe to be exempt” eviscerates the public benefit of outage reporting by depriving 
the public of information about loss of 911 service that is essential to determining and  
undertaking measures to minimize such loss. There are avenues for utilities to contest 
disclosure of information that they can demonstrate is subject to exemption under the 
Public Records Act. The Board should not propose a Rule that undermines the legislation 
requiring the Rule. If anything, the Rule should state “The information required to be 
reported to the Board in Sections 4.0 and 5.0 of this Rule shall not be considered subject 
to the exemptions of 1 V.S.A. Sec. 315-320.” 
 
Submitted January 16, 2020 
by Jonathan Gibson 
2202 Keiffer Road 
Shrewsbury, VT 05738 


